How to Use NADEX
How to use NADEX and Actually Start
Trading for a Living a Potential
Good Living?
We have courses and memberships that will
teach you how to trade at NADEX in a
professional way to help you speed up
that process.
Ultimately it is pretty simple. The fastest way to learn is
to get a demo account at NADEX and just simply start hacking
away putting on all sorts of Trades but then actually follow
those trades to see cause and effect – that’s how you learn
the fastest. And if you don’t do that you’ll have doubts and
wonders in the back of your mind which will waste time.
The nice about NADEX is that they have an order window that
will tell you your exact risk and your exact reward per
contract as you place.
And the thing is also that is nice at NADEX is that if you
make a mistake you can get out of your trade so it’s not
like traditional binary options.
With NADEX you could trade momentum with binary options and
get out early to take your profit.
Also with NADEX you can trade what they call spreads which
is kind of like trading Forex or Futures but without the
margin requirement plus it’s much easier to get started
because you can just start with a couple hundred bucks on
your credit card. Plus there are no commissions which are

really annoying when your day trading futures, eminis,
Forex, stocks etc.
You can trade at the money ATM, in the money ITM or out of
the money OTM. If you trade out of the money you can get
very large returns on repeated basis even 1000 % Returns on
a repeated basis, no joke. You just need to know when to
enter a position according to the price chart which we can
teach you in one of our systems or through our memberships.
You can trade at the money ATM which you are probably
already used to if you know binary options which means that
you just need the underlying asset to move just a tiny bit
to give you pretty much a 100% profit. Oh yeah and at the
money at NADEX is roughly 100% versus the old-school
binaries which paid out only 70 to 80%.
With In the money trading ITM you are simply looking to
capture premium which can rapidly Decay into your account as
profit. There are many sweet spot premium selling
opportunities in NADEX but of course you’ll still want to
coordinate your in-the-money premium selling with a price
chart strategy or system.
Now if you’re from the regular options, vanilla options,
stock options World being in the money with a sold short
options position is a bad thing if you’re looking to collect
a premium. But at NADEX it’s a good thing and even a better
thing. Because all you need to do is be in the money just a
slight amount and then NADEX will start dripping profits
into your account even if the underlying asset is going
nowhere and if you have shorter time left you’ll see that
profit drain into your account very quickly especially if
you are trading the NADEX 5 minutes options were the NADEX20
minute binary options or even the NADEX one hour to hour
binary options.
Well we could go on and on but it’s actually pretty simple

to trade NADEX assuming you want to actually make money from
NADEX. So here are some actions steps:
1. Join our newsletter and start learning what to do. See
NADEX 101
2. Get a NADEX account and get the demo account and start
putting on all sorts of positions while watching What
Happens. Don’t forget to watch what happens and study the
emails they send you to compare entry and expiration of
position, or early exit if you get out before expiration
3. Understand you can trade NADEX as a supercharged way of
trading binary options simply targeting expiration.
4 Understand you can trade NADEX for momentum sake to make a
lot of cash from swing Trading, micro swing Trading,
intraday swing Trading
5. To accelerate your progress sign up for our coaching
programs and learn how to become a super strategy trader
while learning how to master the inner game.
6. If you want to get started trading NADEX as a business
and buy one of our trading system because that will give you
an instant solution intern exact rules of what to do
everyday 2 position yourself into high probability trades
that you can do over and over.

